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Numerous studies on bentonites, focussing on bentonite interaction with other components of
the engineered barrier system (EBS) and a range of host rock environments, are present in the
literature. In this article (Reijonen & Alexander, 2015), recent bentonite NA studies were
briefly reviewed and gaps in the current literature identified. The aim was to:
1) suggest where relevant new information could be obtained by data mining published
bentonite NA studies with a new focus of current safety case requirements
2) collect relevant information by revisiting known bentonite analogue sites and conducting
investigations with more appropriate (and up-to-date) analytical techniques
3) identify novel study sites where, for example, bentonite longevity in very dilute to highly
saline groundwater conditions can be studied (cf. Reijonen & Marcos, 2015).
It must be noted that the use of NAs in safety case development is likely to be site and
repository design-specific in nature and thus emphasis is placed on the appropriate use of
relevant NA data on bentonite longevity (see also discussion in Alexander et al., 2014; 2015;
Reijonen et al., 2015).
This brief overview of several recent NA studies has shown that, although most processes
relevant to the long-term behaviour of EBS bentonite under repository conditions could be
addressed by NA studies, few have been done to an appropriate level. Either the boundary
conditions have not been fully defined or the environments studied were not as relevant as
hoped or the studies simply were not focussed enough on supplying data for the safety case
(i.e. bottom-up vs. top-down studies; cf. Alexander et al. 2014). This is reflected in the strength
of the qualitative discussion and strong process understanding regarding engineered clay
barriers and their longevity in general but, on the other hand, in the lack of usable quantitative
data.
Nevertheless, it is clear from Reijonen & Alexander (2015) that many NAs of relevance do
exist and much information of use in the safety case, both quantitative and qualitative, could
be provided. These data could be produced by a mixture of means, including:

•

obtaining relevant information by data mining published NA studies with a new focus
of current safety case requirements (cf. McKinley & Alexander, 2007; Alexander et al.,
2007)

•

obtaining relevant information by revisiting known bentonite analogue sites and
conducting investigations with more appropriate analytical techniques (cf. Milodowski
et al., 2015)

•

identifying novel study sites where, for example, long-term stability of bentonite in
very low salinity groundwaters can be studied (cf. Reijonen & Marcos, 2015)
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